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Synchronization of surface reactions via Turing-like structures
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~Received 13 November 2003; published 30 March 2004!

We discuss an alternative to the traditional gas-phase coupling approach in order to explain synchronized
global oscillations in CO oxidation on Pt~110!. We use a microscopic model which includes structural Pt
surface reconstruction via front propagation, and large diffusion rates for CO. The synchronization mechanism
is associated with the formation of a Turing-like structure of the substrate. By using large parallel microscopic
simulations we derive scaling laws which allow us to extrapolate to realistic diffusion rates, pattern size, and
oscillation periods.
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The nonlinear kinetics of reactions on surfaces can sho
variety of phenomena such as many kinds of pattern for
tion, global oscillations, and even chaotic behavior. Expla
ing the nonlinear kinetics of surface processes first invol
finding out the sequence of processes or reactions that y
time-dependent reaction rates~e.g. an oscillation!. For many
systems such a sequence is known. For example, in the
erally accepted mechanism for CO oxidation on Pt~100! and
Pt~110! the crucial characteristic is the reconstruction of t
surface@1,2#. This reconstruction can be lifted by the adsor
tion of CO. The existence of an oscillatory cycle in itse
does not determine the kinetics. For most reaction con
tions, and possibly even always, it occurs everywhere on
surface but out of phase. The result is either a normal e
librium or steady state, or some form of pattern formatio
To obtain a global oscillation the phases of the local osci
tions need to be synchronized.

Two theoretical approaches have been used to study
synchronization mechanism: one uses reaction-diffus
equations, the other simulations. Reaction-diffusion eq
tions are generally employed to model experiments. The p
cedure consists of finding mathematical expressions des
ing the processes on the surface to reproduce the ex
mental data. We find such a top-down phenomenological
proach somewhat unsatisfactory, because it is not clear
the mathematical expressions for some reactions arise
the microscopic process they are supposed to describe@3–6#.

Simulations form a bottom-up approach in which, first
microscopic model of a system is made. That model is sim
lated and the results are compared with experimental d
Such an approach has the advantage that it is very clear
the relation is between the microscopic processes and
macroscopic kinetics. The disadvantage is that this appro
is computationally very intensive, and it is therefore hard
obtain an overview of all the properties of a model.

Although the mechanism with the surface reconstruct
described above is now generally accepted, this is not
case with the synchronization mechanism@7–9#. Diffusion
of CO over the surface is known to be fast, but not f
enough, as it has been noted that the length that CO diffu
during one oscillation period is much smaller than the size
1063-651X/2004/69~3!/031604~4!/$22.50 69 0316
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the system in experiments. Therefore, the faster diffus
through the gas phase has been proposed as an altern
mechanism@2,5#. However, theoretical work using only ga
phase synchronization based on reaction-diffusion equat
indicates that noise can easily nullify gas-phase synchron
tion @10#. This suggests that it might not be the only ope
tive mechanism. It may not be even the most important o
Reaction-diffusion equation modeling of this synchroniz
tion mechanism has also predicted other properties no
agreement with experiment@8,9#.

Recent work on simulations of a model of CO oxidatio
have shown that synchronization can also be obtained w
only surface processes@7,11#. The model uses spontaneou
reconstruction and a lifting of that reconstruction. If diffu
sion of CO is so fast that CO can move from one site, wh
such a spontaneous process occurs, to another within
oscillatory period, then stochastic resonance is obtained
the oscillations become global. In fact this can be obser
even with quite slow CO diffusion and global oscillation
were easily obtained with this model. In particular f
Pt~110!, oscillations are only found in a very narrow param
eter interval@2#. It is therefore unlikely, at least for Pt~110!,
that this mechanism is operative.

In this paper we present results of Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations for CO oxidation on Pt~110! using the same
model as the one showing stochastic resonance@7,11#, but
we have removed the spontaneous reconstructions. We
show that the model still can give global oscillations, b
only for restricted reaction conditions, as is also found e
perimentally. The surface reconstructs and forms Turing-l
structures with a definite width. The diffusion length nee
only to exceed that width to obtain global oscillations. If th
diffusion is slower, we get pattern formation in the adlay
These patterns also have a characteristic length scale, w
is, however, different from that of the Turing-like structur
which are present at the same time. So we present a sync
nization mechanism without gas-phase coupling, coupl
via stochastic resonance, or lateral interactions, which yie
global oscillations or pattern formation as observed exp
mentally. In addition we provide a connection between th
MC simulations and experimental results, via scaling law
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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SALAZAR, JANSEN, AND KUZOVKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031604 ~2004!
MC simulations provide a systematic approach to inclu
microscopic effects@12#. The MC method directly simulate
the chemical reaction steps in a model, without averaging
particle correlations. Simulations of our model were p
formed by using a cellular automaton, which has been sho
to be equivalent to MC simulations@7,13#. A limitation of
MC simulations has been the inability to deal with expe
mental system sizes and realistic diffusion coefficients. Ho
ever, by using large parallel simulations we can now estim
results for experimental conditions. Using this parallel co
we are able to simulate system sizes of about 1mm with
diffusion coefficients of about 10210 cm2 sec21. This ap-
proaches experimental conditions more closely than any
vious MC simulation, to our knowledge. Experimental va
ues are for system sizes of 102 mm or more, and the
diffusion coefficient 1026 cm2 sec21. There is a gap betwee
experimental and simulated rate constants, but, as we
vary the system size and the diffusion rate over a large ra
we can derive scaling laws which we can use to extrapo
the behavior predicted by our model to realistic system s
and diffusion rates.

Our model has already been used in several stu
@7,13,14#. CO is able to adsorb onto a free surface site wit
rate constanty, and it desorbs from the surface with a ra
constantk. Both reactions are independent of the surfa
phase to which the site belongs. In addition CO is able
diffuse via hopping onto a vacant nearest neighbor site w
rate constantD. O2 adsorbs dissociatively onto two neare
neighbor sites with a rate constant (12y)sx with x5a,b,
wherea denotes the 132 phase andb denotes the unrecon
structed 131 phase of Pt~110! @2#. The experimental value
for the ratio of the sticking coefficients of O2 on the two
phases issa :sb'0.5:1. The smaller sticking coefficient fo
the a phase leads to a displacement of oxygen by CO ona.
The CO1O→CO2 reaction occurs with a rate constantR,
when CO and O are on nearest-neighbor sites. CO2 desorbs
immediately, forming two vacant sites. Thea
b surface
phase transition is modeled as a front propagation with a
constantV. For two nearest-neighbor surface sites in the s
ab the transitionab→aa ~ab→bb! occurs if none~at least
one! of these two sites is occupied by CO. So without CO
substrate reconstructs to thea phase, and with CO this re
construction is lifted and the substrate converts to theb
phase. Together with the difference ofsa andsb this causes
the oscillations. Summarizing the above transitions and w
ing them in the more usual form of reaction equations gi

CO~g!1Sx
CO~a!,

O2~g!12Sa→2O~a!,

O2~g!12Sb→2O~a!,

CO~a!1Sx→Sx1CO~a!,

CO~a!1O~a!→CO2~g!12Sx,

Sa
Sb,
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where S stands for a vacant adsorption site,x stands for
eithera or b, and~a! and~g! stand for a particle adsorbed o
the surface or in the gas phase, respectively. For additio
details see Ref.@13#. The rate constants mentioned abo
have been normalized. The adsorption rate for CO is rela
to the partial pressures byy5PCO/(PCO1PO2

). Comparing

our rate constants with typical experimental values used
models using reaction-diffusion equation we can estimate
unit of time in our simulations to be aboutt0'1022 sec
@6,15#. All our rate constants are expressed in that unit
time. Lengths are expressed in units of the unit cell para
eter a. The diffusion rateD is related to the experimenta
diffusion coefficientDA by DA5a2D/zt0, wherez54 is the
coordination number.

The quality of the oscillations as a function ofy has a
typical resonance form. Well-defined oscillations are fou
neary50.494. Under certain conditions, which we discu
below, these oscillations are global. Moving away fromy
50.494 we see first that the synchronization decreases
then a disappearance of the oscillations. We restrict ourse
to y50.494 ~for a fixed valuesk50.1 andV51) in our
simulations.

We have found that two situations are possible depend
on the system size, the diffusion rate, and the initial con
tions. If the system is small or the diffusion is fast we fin
global oscillations. If the diffusion is too slow for a give
system size the initial conditions become important. We c
again have global oscillations or the formation of patterns
the form of moving fronts and spirals. To illustrate the sy
chronization mechanism, Fig. 1 shows global oscillatio
When the system is covered almost fully by CO theb islands
in thea background grow~snapshots 1 and 2!. When the size
of the b islands is large enough the rate of adsorption of2
becomes larger than the adsorption of CO on theb zones
~snapshots 3 and 4!. At the same time the CO in thea zones
is converted to CO2 near to the borders with theb zones
~snapshot 4!. When the total coverage of oxygen becom
larger than CO, the direction of the island growth is revers
~snapshots 4, 5, and 6! and a islands grow in theb back-
ground. When the size of theb zones is not large enough t
keep the oxygen coverage larger than the CO cover
~snapshot 7!, then both phases become covered by CO,
the cycle starts again~snapshot 8!. The key point in this
cycle is the existence of a critical size of theb islands where
oxygen becomes more stable than CO and a critical sizea
islands where CO is more stable than oxygen. This co
sponds to a phase transition produced by varying the siz
these islands. This phase transition is driven by diffusion a
the critical size of the islands depends on the diffusion rate
AD.

We found that the most important feature of the structu
of the substrate is the typical distance between the isla
i.e., the correlation lengthl c of these structures. Forl c we
use the distance to the first maximum in the radially av
aged correlation function of the substrate. The shape of
islands self-organizes through successive oscillations u
the whole system is covered with same-sized islands s
rated by similar distances. We note that the few simple re
4-2
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF SURFACE REACTIONS VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031604 ~2004!
tions in our model are sufficient to produce this effect.
yields synchronization at large scales even with relativ
small diffusion rates. In Fig. 1 the diffusion lengthj
5ADT, with T the period of the oscillations, is larger tha
the system sizeL. The synchronization is therefore trivial. I
Fig. 2, however, a simulation is shown on the left where
diffusion length is much smaller than the lattice size, b
larger than the correlation length. So the diffusion synch
nizes the oscillations on neighboring islands, and the s
organization leads to global oscillations. If we have synch
nized oscillations and then reduce the diffusion so that
diffusion length becomes less than the correlation leng
then the oscillations may persist for many periods but ev
tually we get pattern formation~see below!.

In cases where the synchronization is even better, as
large D values, islands tend to group and form rolls whi
are parallel~see Fig. 1!. The structures formed in this wa
resemble labyrinthine Turing structures. Moreover a per
lating connection between islands can be observed. The
analytical analysis of this behavior is far from trivial. How
ever, the difference of the mobility for CO and O could

FIG. 1. Oscillations forD54000 andL51024 on the coverage
CO, oxygen, andb. Sequence of temporal snapshots correspon
the points in the upper figure. Each snapshot has two parts: In
left part we plot the chemical species; CO particles are gray an
particles are white, and empty sites are black. The right part sh
the structure of the surface;a phase sites are black, andb phase
sites are white.
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sufficient for getting a Turing instability in this model.
Pattern formation can also occur when the diffusion

slow, as on the right side of Fig. 2. If we start with a ba
surface we usually obtain the turbulent pattern, as show
the bottom-right part of Fig. 2. If we start, however, with C
forming a wave front, circle, or spiral, then this leads to t
stable patterns in the other snapshots on the right of Fig 2
each case the substrate is initially a random mixture ofa and
b sites. The distance between the centers ofa andb islands
during pattern formation is the same as for the global os
lations, but the sizes of the islands differ for different parts
the system. These differences will not be removed as in
fully synchronized cases. As a consequence a delay or de
ing will appear in the oscillations for different parts of th
surface, which can create fronts, target patterns, spirals,
turbulence. A cross section of one of these fronts show
delay between the pulse of the adsorbates and the puls
the substrate phases. The delay determines the directio
propagation. This is a common feature of excitable bista
systems such as the activator-inhibitor models. The most

to
he
O
s

FIG. 2. Global oscillations and pattern formation withD
5250. The whole system (L58192) and sections of the upper-le
corner withL54096, 1024, and 256 are shown on the left side. T
snapshots correspond to the dot in the temporal plot at the to
shows the same information as Fig. 1, but it also includes the rat
CO2 formationR. On the right side we have a wave front, a targ
a spiral, and turbulence~all from simulations withL52048), which
can be obtained with different initial conditions.
4-3
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SALAZAR, JANSEN, AND KUZOVKOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031604 ~2004!
markable feature is that these fronts appear on top of fi
Turing-like structures which are present even in these inc
pletely synchronized cases. So within our model we h
two different length scales for pattern formation: excitab
dynamics for fronts and spirals on a mesoscopic scale~Hopf
instability @6#!, and a quasifixed Turing-like microscop
structure.

We have made a scaling analysis for the period of os
lationsT and the correlation lengthl c as a function of diffu-
sion rateD. Numerically we found that the relationsT(D)
;Dn and l c(D);Dm hold with n50.484960.016 and
m50.506960.01. For largeD a large system size is require
to computel c(D) precisely. For instance forD58000 we
useL58192. Additionally large diffusion rates means th
most of the time is spend moving particles; on 8000 diffus
steps only one chemical reaction happens. Also the sim
tion time increase because the oscillation period increa
with D.

A relationship T(D); l c(D);D1/2 seems quite reason
able, as our model has fast diffusion. In fact the scaling
for l c is a consequence of the scaling law forT. The width of
the Turing structure oscillates on a length of orderl c due to
the phase propagation with rateV. The period is related to
these byl c;VT. If the velocity V is constant, thenl c;T.
Using a larger value for the velocity parameter we can ob
larger correlation lengthsl c and smaller periodsT, but the
scaling remains the same. We have found for the Turi
synchronized oscillations that the relationT;V21/2 also ap-
plies as in Refs.@7,11,13#. So we have an important scalin
law in form T5cAD/V with c;10. Realistic diffusion rates
of DA;1026 cm2 sec21 give D;108. The experimental os
cillations period ist5t0T with t0;1022 sec andt5100 sec.
The valueV predicted by our model for that value oft is
then of the order ofV;102.

We propose that the minimal condition to have glob
oscillations is that the diffusion lengthj is at least of the
order of the correlation lengthl c : j5 l c . As we are only
interested in orders of magnitude we setj5ADT and l c
5VT. Critical values for the diffusion rate and the correl
tion length are then
is

s.

d

v.
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D5c2V3,

l c5c2V2, ~1!

with c;10. For V51 we get the order of the paramete
used in Fig. 2~left side!, D;102 and l c;102, where global
oscillations are possible but infrequent.

Diffusion is a thermally activated process so we can co
pare our proposal@Eqs.~1!# with the experimental crossove
at T;500. For lower temperatures where fronts and spir
appear we have low diffusion rates,j, l c , and the synchro-
nization mechanism is not stable and produces patterns s
lar to those on the right of Fig. 2. On the other hand, for la
temperatures where standing waves and chemical turbul
appear, we have large diffusion rates,j. l c , and we get
better synchronization, as in Fig. 1. Forj5 l c we get the
crossover, Eqs.~1! holds, and we get the minimum criteri
for synchronization, as in Fig. 2 on the left.

Using V5102 in Eqs. ~1! for the critical value of the
diffusion rate we getD;108, which corresponds to the ex
perimental value ofDA;1026 cm2 sec21. This confirms our
crossover idea. For correlation lengthl c;106 ~in units of cell
parametera) we have a size;102 mm which is of the order
of magnitude of the standing waves observed in experime
@15#. Near crossover it is possible also to interpretV as the
velocity v of the fronts and spirals. ForV5102 we havev
5aV/t0;1024 cm s21, in agreement with experiments@4#.

To summarize, in this paper we have presented a me
nism for the synchronization of global oscillations based
microscopic Turing-like structures in the reconstruction
the surface. In cases with incomplete synchronized osc
tions the adlayer has a mesoscopic second characte
length. To our knowledge this is the first actual demonst
tion of a double length scale. Scaling laws are analyzed
connect the model to experimental parameter values.
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